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Abstract 
 
The paper points out the main features of the designed of a retrofit for the transformation of an 
endothermic scooter into a three-wheeled electric motorcycle, whose front side has an oscillatory 
movement. Meanwhile the rear side provides the car stability. The welded assembly of the chassis 
structure was analyzed with the FEM software. There were studied the cornering, the deceleration and 
the dynamic behavior on the straight trajectory with maximum load, so that the stiffness results could 
improve the safety. 
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1. Introduction 
 

During the last years, there are many concerns regarding the green energy 
technologies applied in the field of transportation research. The main advantages are the 
minimum pollution, the environment protection as well as the cost-effective mobility 
solution. Meanwhile, we have to mention the lower noise level conducting to low vibration 
level, the possibility of riding on narrow streets especially downtown.  

The electric motorcycles have offered the better solutions for crowded cities 
transportation taking into account their rapid maneuvering and parking facilities nearby the 
pleasure of riding a motorcycle having better passenger comfort and safety. 

According to the European Commission Road Safety 2015, the increasing number of 
two wheeled vehicles is leading to an excessive rate of accidents. In the majority of cases the 
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accidents are imputable to human error especially when the panicked driver loses the control 
during critical driving situations. 

For this reason, in the White Paper on transport policy, the UE has launched the 
challenge of halving the number of road fatalities and injuries from 2010 to 2020 by defining 
seven goals, among which the improvement of all motorcycle safety devices. 

Consequently, a possible solution for safety transportation could be the three-wheeled 
motorcycles, involving the pleasure of riding the motorcycle nearby the increasing stability 
on the road resembling with a car. The vehicle should be powerful and elegant providing 
higher level of passenger comfort.   

Due to these growing market demands, there have been developed remarkable design 
efforts for electric vehicle platforms, so that parallel advances have been attended in chassis 
structure, dynamic model, stability control and computing theory. One of the most important 
requirement that should be attended is the performance of mathematically and computing 
describing the motion adequately during critical situations such as cornering when the 
dynamic forces are acting. 

The state-of-the-art comprises solutions of electric three-wheeled vehicles, whose 
design are based on accurate dynamic models and FEM analysis (Bonci et al., 2017; 
Chatterjee et al., 2017; Josevski et al., 2017). 

The paper of Bonci et al. (2017) presented the dynamics model of an electric three-
wheeled vehicle, pointing out the lateral, tilt and longitudinal degrees of freedom. The model 
has been developed and implemented in Simulink. The vehicle has two driven front wheels 
actuated by electric motors and one non-driven rear wheel, so there are seven degrees of 
freedom considering the vehicle maneuvers too. There are four mathematical equations 
describing the lateral dynamics and three equations for longitudinal dynamics. The road 
conditions and the lateral rear and front tire forces that are affecting the motions were 
mathematical described.  

Josevski et al. (2017) in their paper have adopted the dynamics model for the tricycle 
composed of two-track model at the front axle and a single-track model at the rear axle. Due 
to the low speed driving the aerodynamic drag was assumed to be negligible. Then, the 
longitudinal, lateral and yaw momentum were described by ordinary differential equations. 
The external disturbance is the force occurring in road conditions that is acting on 
longitudinal vehicle direction. 

Mat and Ghani (2012) described the chassis design of the Eco-Challenge car with 
monocoque design made of pressed aluminum. The chassis was designed in CATIA software 
and exported in FEA, so the stress distribution analysis could be done. The maximum 
displacement was computed and some practical solutions for increasing the stiffness were 
found. 

In this paper we present a genuine constructive solution for an electric three-wheeled 
electric motorcycle comprising a front part acting as a motorcycle and a rear part acting as a 
car. Consequently, the front part has the yaw, tilt and pitch motions involving the dynamics 
described by the motorcycle mathematical model. Meantime, the dynamics mathematical 
model specific to a car has described the rear part. After computation of forces acting on the 
motorcycle chassis, we have made the FEM analysis considering the assembly with 
weldments. The stress distribution and maximum displacements was studied and some 
practice solutions were proposed. 

The aim of our idea was to transform an existing endomic scooter, at the end of life, 
of an electric three-wheeled motorcycle that could be ridden like a motorcycle having the 
passenger comfort and vehicle stability resembling with a car. The solution is a genuine one 
comprising a hinge joint H (Fig. 1) that affords the oscillatory movement around the 
longitudinal axis of the vehicle.  
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Fig. 1. The schematic used for mathematical model 
 

The dynamics mathematical model has considered two bodies, one for the front side 
with the center of gravity CG1 (Fig. 1) and the other with CG2 were the gravities are acting. 
The other dynamic forces acting on the vehicle are: Fm – the traction force, Flat – the lateral 
force on the front and rear tires; FC1 and FC2 – centrifugal forces acting on the front and rear 
side when the curve trajectory has to be followed; Fcor – the coriolis force acting on the 
hinge joint H. 

We have considered three axis systems: the first fixed one xOyz; the second is a 
mobile one with the origin in the CG1; the third one is a mobile one with the origin in the 
CG2. Due to the oscillatory movement of the front part, the second axis system has a 
rotational displacement with the angle α around the central axis AA’. Spanu et al. (2018) 
have presented the detailed dynamics mathematical model and its computed results. The 
equation system of dynamics mathematical model (Eqs. 1-6) is presented below: 
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All the superscript notations are referring to the projections on the corresponding axis. 

Meantime, there were specified the coordinates for the rear mass center and front mass center 
measured in the fixed axis system: fix

G rearX , fix
G rearY , fix

G rearZ  - for the rear side and fix
G frontX , 

fix
G frontY fix

G frontZ  - for the front side. The other notations were: R – the radius of curve; Jt – the 
inertial couple of the wheel; L – the distance between the front tire and rear tire; the 

mechanical couple provided by the Coriolis force around the axis are 
Z
FC

Y
FC

X
FC MMM ,, . 

From the equation system we may compute the following unknown values: ρ – the 
rotational angle around OZ axis; Δ – the angle in XY plane ; Flat – the lateral force; Ω – the 
angular speed around the CIR of the curve trajectory; N2 - the reaction force for the rear 
wheel; N1 - the reaction force for the front wheel. The mathematical system is a nonlinear 
one, so we have solved it numerically with the Newton - Raphson method starting from an 
initial approximate solution. For the numerical set up considered above, we have obtained 
the following results: ρ = 13.720; Δ = 35.470; Flat = 10 [N]; Ω = 616.3367 [rad/s]; N2 = 
3150 [N]; N1 = 810 [N]. 

 
2. The FEA analysis of the chassis  

 
Based on the computed results of the dynamics model, we have designed the chassis 

and finally we have used the FEA analysis for computing the stress and displacements.  
The chassis is one of the most important assemblies of the vehicle, the central frame 

that has to sustain all the loads and to carry all the components such as the electrical motor, 
the suspension arms, the braking system, the steering system and the seats. The loads are 
constant, the gravity for instance, or variable. The variable forces could be developed during 
the acceleration, deceleration or cornering. The chassis has to withstand all the mechanical 
stress as well as to ensure the safety, performance and passenger comfort when some 
unwanted events are happening. 

Taking into account all the aspects presented above we have designed the three-
dimensional model (Fig. 2) using the CATIA V5 software by using circular profile with the 
exception of the lateral part 4 (Fig. 2) that has rectangular profile. The subassembly 2 is used 
for fastening the hinge joint H as it was presented in Fig. 1 and the subassembly 5 is used for 
fastening the electrical motor. The parts 7 were designed for improving the stiffness of the 
lateral frame. We have applied steel as material for the entire assembly and we have exported 
the assembly into FEA file software. 
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Fig. 2. The three-dimensional model of the chassis 
 

3. The electric motorcycle - DUCK 
 

The electric motorcycle (DUCK)(Fig. 3) was born from the transformation of an 
existing endothermic scooter and the prototype type was approval in July 2019. The electric 
motorcycle (DUCK) was developed during an industrial research project supported by 
TAUMAT S.R.L. – Atessa, Chieti, Italy and University Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Converted vehicle DUCK 
 
4. Characteristic 
 

Modularity and versatility - Prioritize the modularity, versatility and adaptability of 
the product so that its use can adapt to changing external conditions. Vehicle designed for the 
transport of light material without traffic restrictions for especially infra-city use 
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Ecosystem approach - Attention to the whole system and consider the cause-effect 
relationships between the different components. The transformed vehicle is at ZERO 
emissions 

Recovery of materials - Encourage the replacement of virgin raw materials with 
second raw materials from recovery chains that retain their quality. Materials used for 80% 
from second raw materials 

Eco Design - Design the products thinking immediately to their use at the end of life, 
then with features that will allow disassembly or restructuring. At the end of life the 
components can be entirely recycled 

Renewable energy - Relying on energy produced from renewable sources 
encouraging the rapid abandonment of the energy model based on fossil sources. 
Abandonment of direct fossil sources in the use of the transformed tricycle 

 
5. Conclusions 

 
The designed three-wheeled vehicle has the advantage to recover an obsolete vehicle 

(circular economy) of green energy using, being actuated by electrical motor and affording 
the transportation on narrow streets. It is a better solution for feeling the pleasure of riding 
and for increasing the passenger comfort. The genuine idea of the design research was the 
degree of freedom provided for rotational movement around the longitudinal axis inside an 
imposed range. 

The paper has pointed out the FEM analysis results of the chassis, in order to improve 
the safety and to provide the required stiffness taking into account the main functional 
requirements. There were analyzed three situations: the cornering, the deceleration and the 
dynamic behavior when the straight trajectory is followed with maximum load. The results 
obtained for the stress and deformations when dynamic forces were applied confirmed the 
chassis dimensions were designed correctly. As future work we aim to analyze the noise and 
vibrations that influence the chassis structure for the critical situation of cornering when the 
centrifugal forces are acting on.  
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